INNOVATION

SOLVING YOUR INNOVATION NEEDS
- We provide complete product development support

TECHNI TOTAL ELECTRIC
Techni is an innovative supplier of complete solutions
through outstanding project planning, concept knowledge, technical engineering and delivery standards. For 15
years the company has been providing the subsea community with electrically controlled tools and sensor systems.
Techni is a company who understands that our customers needs come first.
We make sure that all products we deliver cover or exceed customer demands in order to ensure quality and satisfaction. Over the last 15 years
Techni has completed several hundred extensive projects and developed its
own base of products and technology within special tools and sensors for the
Oil and Gas Industry.
Mechanical and electronic solutions for hostile environments are the core
business at TECHNI. We provide innovative and creative designs within the
framework of a safe approach, where manufacturing processes and service
ability is imperative.

BAMSE (B-Annulus Monitoring System)
Ensuring a safer, cleaner future
Customer: Statoil
BAMSE uses inherent physical properties of materials in the B-Annulus to
measure the pressure and temperature. A passive system in the B-annulus is
monitored by a non-penetrating device in the A-annulus. Designed for use in
subsea wells, detection of pressure build-up from oil and gas wells enables
early detection of potential blowouts. BAMSE is being developed in a joint
industry project with Statoil.
- Measures both pressure and temperature in B-annulus
- Ease of installation \ Long term stability
- No casing penetration or degradation of well integrity
- Robust \ High accuracy
- Early detection of pressure buildup in B-annulus from oil and gas wells
- Patented technology
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Riser Strain Monitoring Sensor
Strain Station Measurement Unit (SSMU)
Customer: Force Technology Norway
Techni has developed a sensor system for data gathering for the Force Technology’s Riser Management System. The system was conceptualized, prototyped, tested and built with certification of compliance.
Techni delivers measurement system components, such as strain sensor,
inclination sensors, temperature sensors and the measurement and communication units. The system is installed at Thunder Horse in the Golf of Mexico
at 3000 meters depth and with immense forces tearing at the electronic sensors and casing of the controllers.

Posirod
Sensor for hydraulic actuators
The Posirod is an innovative sensor developed by Techni for accurate linear
positioning of hydraulic pistons. Voiding the need for gun-drilling, you keep
the full buckling strength of the piston. Designed to be retrofitted to any hydraulic cylinder without machining, or installed onto the cylinder/piston during
manufacture, the Posirod will become the one of the operators’ key success
factors for perfect operation of a heave compensated crane, compensated
drill floor or an accurate operation of big equipment such as excavators.
Developed to be used in all environments, the Posirod includes no moving
parts and no physical contact with the piston. It is designed for use in hazardeous areas combined with multiple communication possibilities. Measuring
the piston position both ways, both outside and inside the cylinder, gives the
Posirod the ability to detect imperfections, fissures or malfunction of the piston as early as possible. In addition, the two way measurement verifies the
temperature compensation of the sensor. Due to the measurement principle,
there is no need for startup calibration of the sensor, and the correct positon is
known even after power loss and movement of the cylinder. Immunity against
shock, vibration and debris will make the Posirod the operator’s dream.

Inclination Sensor
Customer: FMC Technologies
Techni, in co-operation with FMC, developed a highly accurate inclinometer
for use in critical applications. FMC Technologies is a leading manufacturer
and supplier of subsea production systems, including subsea trees, controls,
and manifold and tie-in systems. In partnership with the customer we develop
technologies that realize the full potential of our customers oilfields.

Valve Torque
Ultra Compact Rotary Actuator
Customer: PG Pump Solutions
Based on the patent for the PG-MAPS pump concept, Techni and PG have
developed and industrialized a compact, high torque, total electric valve actuator. The product is based on the same principles as the Permanent Magnetic
motor technology, also being deployed in the PG-MAPS pump concept. Techni-PG have delivered more than 50 actuators to the end client for installation.
The first delivery was for the Gjøa platform, where the pumps were delivered
by PG, and actuators delivered by Techni/TOP. The actuator is ATEX certified
for use in Ex Zone 2 and has a high position accuracy.

ROG (Rotating Override Gear)
Customer: Aker Solutions
Techni AS has designed and delivered ROG to Aker Solutions, for operation
at the Visund field. The gears transform rotary movement into linear movement and make it possible to override the open/close mechanism manually
on the 2” actuators. The main function of the gears is to act as a manual override interface for ROVs (Remotely Operated Vehicles).

F35 isolated rack mounts
Customer: MOOG/ Lockheed Martin
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Techni has been contracted by a sub-supplier of the F-35 program to industrialize and manufacture rack mounts for electronic controllers for rudders
and flaps on the Joint Strike Fighter project. Techni has developed patented
technology within the project and have spun off products from ideas coming
from the design process.

TECHNI Ultra High Temperature Technology
Customer: Interwell™
Driven by ultra deep wells and HPHT challenges, Techni have been in the
forefront developing innovative high temperature distribution, sensing, control and drives. Actuators, pump drives and mechanisms are based on the
HT2 permanent magnet motors.
Interwell™ have utilized the UHT technology of Techni in a new development
program for a pumping device for plugs operating under temperatures up to
200 ºC.
The HT2 motors have been tested to an ambient temperature of 340 ºC.
Choice of other available materials will enable even higher temperatures.
Development of UHT electronic devices will continue to push downhole devices even deeper into wells.
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TEDU (Total Electric Drive Unit)
Synchronous Permanent Motor Drives by Techni
The TEDU displayed is a revolutionary designed reciprocating driver based
on proven components from industrial applications withstanding millions of
work cycles. The driver has a rotational to linear mechanism actuated by
Permanent Magnet Motors controlled by Techni’s multi-use motor controller. Ingenious software patterns and high grade hardware make sure pumps,
special tools and machines may reach optimal specifications with use of a
minimum of space and weight. The system may be supplied as subsea components, minimizing demands on the power distribution system and making
way for cost effective, reliable and space saving systems for driving pumps,
compressors and valves on, or below the seabed.
- No energy lost in magnetization of rotor, the efficiency is typically 97-98%
- Full power within milliseconds and high torque output on all RPM levels
- Motor can be used as generator and be programmed for special patterns
- The TEDU can be delivered in sizes from just a few Watts to Mega Watts
- Winner of OTC Spotlight on New Technology 2011

TECHNI – PROCESS CASE
FROM COSTUMER NEEDS TO COSTUMER SATISFACTION
Techni is your service provider of innovative product development. This means that we offer and combine the necessary
expertise to cover the entire development cycle, from the fuzzy
front end to the final verification and completion.

Case: Single phase sensor
Customer: Roxar
Techni innovated, designed and built the flow measurement
part of the probe, enabling their clients to monitor each line
before the stream hits the production tree. Techni manufacture
critical parts, like capacitors and a mix of high grade steel and
ceramic components.
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TECHNI – SERVICES
Innovation

Production

TECHNI performs groundbreaking high tech R&D and have
several nominations and innovation achievements awarded.
The company’s approach to parallel process problem solving
is unique and make sure clients products contain that competitive edge.

TECHNI Industrial Production serves own projects and direct
external clients with production logistics, sub supply chain
management, electromechanical and electrohydraulic assembly, testing and validation. Sourcing is done worldwide, from
functions in Norway and China. We supply full EPC contracts
of sub systems and completely tested systems together with
our engineering department.

Products

Project Management

TECHNI develops and manufacture own IP as sub systems
or components in OEM supply chains. TECHNI develop and
maintain technology platforms which in turn serve as basic
building blocks for the client systems. Being early adopters and
staging technology for future implementation in the Industry is
the key driver for the product department at TECHNI.

TECHNI has completed several hundred projects and have established an effective work methodology. Creativity is a dominating factor in TECHNI, and to ensure that the creative and
the more precise tasks are done in an orderly fashion Techni
has thorough routines in accordance to ISO standards. Techni
is currently certified to ISO 9001:2008 and several 3rd party
certificates.

Engineering

Testing and Installation, lifecycle services

The engineering department is divided into specific technology
areas, where subsea, well technology, offshore and drilling are
key. The group draws on the consulting department for added
flexibility, and performs EPC work with wide technological competence.

We provide test services and rental of facilities for testing and
qualification, also on-site and for third party equipment.
Installation, modification and lifecycle services are offered as
part of the TECHNI group’s procurement and logistical service.

Consulting
TECHNI Advanced Personnel let clients and the company’s
other departments tap into the human resources pool of technological excellence. We support a wide variety of industry
sectors with managers, inspectors, engineers and operational
staff with a hands-on mentality.

TECHNI AS

Ynglingeveien 42A
NO-3184 Borre
Norway

t. +47 47 200 400
techni@techni.no
www.techni.no

OTC 2011 Spotlight on New
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